
Daily Planner 
Today is Wednesday the 20th of October

Spelling

English: Imaginative writing

Recess

Maths: Multiplication

Lunch

Crunch & Sip + Fitness Grid

STEM: Car launcher 



Match the spelling words below 
to noun, adjective, verb or 

adverb.

Forgive

cauliflowe
r 

February

Favourite 



Spelling Grid

Complete one 
activity from the 

spelling grid. 



Imaginative writing
We are learning to (WALT): use different settings in our writing.

Watch the video about settings
www.youtube.com/embed/3BVOIyUnk6s

The setting is where a story takes place. 
Stories may have more than one setting. 
The setting could be strange planet, a 
bee hive, a forest or even a deserted 
island.  

Talk about the setting in each of these pictures:

http://www.youtube.com/embed/3BVOIyUnk6s


Here is an example: 
It is a warm and sunny day on the spectacular tropical 
island. The sky is as blue as a sapphire and the white 
fluffy clouds remind me of balls of cotton wool hanging 
in the sky. Tall palm trees sway gently in the breeze 
and their green leaves rustle quietly. The grey rocks 
feel as boiling hot as a volcano. The sea slowly laps the 
shore and the white sand glitters in the bright sunlight. 

Descriptive Writing activity
Choose a setting. It could be one from the slides or one from your own imagination.
Write a description of your setting and then draw a picture. 



Mathematics 
We are learning to (WALT): We are learning to model multiplication as an array.

Watch this video on 
real-life arrays.

Activity 1: Match the pictures to the multiplication sentences.

6 x 4 2 x 3 5 x 3 4 x 4https://www.youtube.
com/embed/ks-
q6gKoQKs

https://www.youtube.com/embed/ks-q6gKoQKs


Activity 2: Write a number sentences to match each of the arrays. 

Extension: Make your own array.

Upload this activity to Google Classroom



STEM
We are learning to (WALT): explore push and pull forces and what happens when we change the 

amount of force.
Watch Mr Cooper’s video

Follow Mr Cooper’s video or the 
instructions posted on Google Classroom 

on how to make a toy car launcher.

Forces can be weak or strong. How far you can push 
something depends on how much force you use.

Look at the pictures and think about which force 
would be most successful in moving the rock.



Complete 
these sheets 
posted on 
Google 
Classroom.


